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Overview

Gemini Explore is an intuitive visual-based data exploration tool that works directly on Splunk, CSV or JDBC data sources.

Using this dynamic multi-layer visualization tool, the user is able to drill-down and interact with their data. This process is intuitive to use, as it 
mimics the way our brains ‘think’. When we discover something interesting, we instinctively want to know more detail and how it may relate to other 
datasets. With , users can simply select or double-click a node on the canvas to discover its context and reveal more information.Gemini Explore

Gemini Enterprise - Introduces Gemini Explore

We have made   available as a beta trial feature within   that is available as an ISO, VMware OVA, Gemini Explore Gemini Enterprise Manage V2.8
HyperV, AWS AMI, or Azure package.

In order to take advantage of , there are currently two available options:Gemini Explore

Existing Customers: Upgrade at least one instance of your existing  environment to Version 2.8Enterprise Manage

New Customers: Dedicate a single  instance into your environment as a trial.Enterprise Manage V2.8

Please contact any member of the Gemini team or contact  regarding the above options. Training material and sample support@geminidata.com
data are available from our  in order to help familiarise yourself with the technology. This document assumes that you have a Support Portal
dedicated Gemini Enterprise instance available for the Gemini Explore trial.

Gemini Explore - Resource Requirements

The following specifications dictate the minimum recommended system requirements for Explore:

CPU 4 cores

RAM 8 GB

DISK 200 GB

NIC 1 x 1GB Ethernet

Ensure the following ports are accessible from the local network.

Gemini Explore SSH/SCP

80:tcp, 8012:tcp, 8015:tcp, 9000:tcp 22:tcp

Gemini Enterprise - Installation

If you are interested in integrating with your existing Gemini Enterprise Manage environment or conducting a Customer trial, you Gemini Explore 
will need at least one  instance to be operational.Gemini Enterprise V2.8

For both new and existing Customers, the installation will be carried out with the assistance of the Gemini Support Team, who will get you to the 
stage of logging into Gemini Enterprise.

Login to the web interface of the Gemini Enterprise 2.8 instance chosen to host Gemini Explore (https://<gemini_instance>)

Select the ‘ ’ button from the  panel of the  dashboard associated with .Activate Featured Platforms HOME Gemini Explore

mailto:support@geminidata.com
https://support.geminidata.com/


The  feature is currently available in ‘ ’ format on a one month trial basis, and is available on request from (Explore Beta Gemini Data support@gemini
), in the form of a  file.  data.com explore-x-x.pack

Once the  pack has been received, use the ‘ ’ facility to add  to the Gemini Enterprise  dashboard.Explore Upload Explore  HOME

At the install prompt, use the ‘ ’ button to proceed.Install

The installation will take several minutes.

On completion, the  resource dashboard will be visible. This can also be opened at any time, using the  icon on the Explore Components Explore
vertical menu bar, in order to view resources currently in use.

mailto:support@geminidata.com
mailto:support@geminidata.com


Use the ‘ ’ button to open the  web interface in a new browser tab (https://<manage_instance>:9000/graph-explorer)Open Gemini Explore  Explore

Login using the default credentials:

Username: init@geminidata.com

Password: changeme

Licensing Gemini Explore (Beta Trial)

In order to use  as a fully functioning ‘Beta trial’ within Gemini Manage 2.8, it needs to connect to a valid Manage license. This can Gemini Explore
be provided from the local Manage instance running Gemini Explore, or from an optional external Manage instance that is running a ‘ ’ license.  Trial

From the  web interface, navigate to  and verify that the license is in place and still within its Gemini Manage  License / License Status Trial 
expiry date.

Navigate to , and select the ‘ ’ tab to ‘ ’License / License Server Yes Allow Remote Access

Add an asterix ( ) in the box marked ‘ ’, and select the ‘ ’ button (see below)* White List Update

To avoid certificate 'issues' you must use the Mozilla Firefox web browser for the Beta trial of Gemini Explore.

If you receive a ‘ ’ message, ensure you use the  prefix and continue on to accept the inevitable certificate 400 Bad Request https://
warning.



Integrating the Splunk Inspect App(Optional)

As an example of how useful  can be to your organization, we have included a free-to-use App called , which links Gemini Explore Splunk Inspect
to your  and creates a new augmented user experience for your Splunk environment.Splunk Monitoring Console

For details on activating the built-in Splunk Insect App, please refer to the separate document; Gemini Explore - Splunk Inspect App Quick Start 
.Guide

Gemini Explore - Components

Login using the default credentials to reveal the following  interface.Gemini Explore

The default dashboard of is used to view and analyze your Models. From here we can also access the Exploration Gemini Explore Data 
and dashboards.Modeling  Admin 

1.  

2.  

Gemini Explore (Beta) will not operate from a valid , it must operate on a ’ ’ license.Enterprise License Trial

The Trial license will expire after 30 days. 

For further help & guidance on this issue, contact support@geminidata.com

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/71d117e3-830b-4911-b6c4-bed943dd7729/Gemini-Explore---Splunk-Inspect-App---QuickStartGuide.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/71d117e3-830b-4911-b6c4-bed943dd7729/Gemini-Explore---Splunk-Inspect-App---QuickStartGuide.pdf
mailto:support@geminidata.com


Exploration Dashboard

Observe the results of your Gemini Data Modeling on this dashboard. Intuitively explore your data sources using the visual technology built-in to 
Gemini Explore.

Access to is granted over a secure browser connection using port 9000 (ie. https://10.10.10.10:9000/graph-explorer)Gemini Explore 

Data Modeling Dashboard

The set of dashboards facilitates the creation of  to use as the basis of your visualization. Models themselves comprise a Data Modeling  Models
mix of elements including; ,  &  assigned to each data source.Commands Flows Destinations

Gemini Explore - Data Sources

CSV Data Sources

When reviewing your , we strongly recommend the use of basic file editors such as , , , etc. Avoid the CSV data sources TextMate VIM notepad++
use of Microsoft Excel if possible, as it will adversely affect the structure of CSV files resulting in errors. Any doubt about the validity of your CSV 
source can be eliminated by obtaining the  utility, and running this against  your CSV data sources prior to ingesting into Gemini dos2unix all
Explore.

Splunk Data Sources

The use of as a source for your data offers you the ability to transform the data prior to its ingestion in , which will simply Splunk Gemini Explore
ingest the output of a Splunk search.

Matching field names to other data sources and creating new fields on-the-fly can be achieved using the Splunk SPL search query language. Data 
can be retrieved from Splunk Indexes, or you may wish to create a Data Model specifically for your chosen data source. Either way, Splunk offers 
an easy-to-use interface with many advantages for formatting and transforming your data source for use in a Gemini Explore model.

JDBC Data Sources

When dealing with sources such as  or , Gemini Explore can leverage the SQL query language to manipulate  MySQL/MariaDB PostgreSQL
datasets prior to ingesting and combining with other data sources.

Gemini Explore - User Instructions

Following a brief description regarding the fundamentals of Gemini Explore and the general rules around data modeling, we then offer Tutorials that 
will offer a hands-on guide to creating results using Gemini Explore.

Fundamentals of Gemini Explore

In order to take your CSV, Splunk, and JDBC data sources and produce something meaningful at the Explore canvas, a ,  and  Source Model Flow
need to be created to merge the source fields/headers with a model that molds the data into ,  and . A  then simply Nodes Edges Properties Flow
takes this instruction set and combines the data at the  for intuitive data analysis by a user who needs no specific language skills. Explore Canvas
Simply select nodes and double-click them to reveal connections and data insights.



Data Modeling - Basic Rules of the Road

You will probably have multiple data sources that you wish to explore interactively using . During your review of each data source, Gemini Explore
familiarise yourself with the CSV column headers or Splunk field names, and the data contained within. Knowing your data is fundamental to a 
successful outcome, so ensure that you understand what actually makes up the columns and fields from your datasets.

Consider the following general rules & definitions for Modeling;

Modeling is the process of defining  , and .nodes, relationships properties

A model’s rules will be applied to every line, row, or event within your data source.

Each should have at least one  but will need at least two  (  and ) to include a model  node category  node categories source target relatio
(otherwise known as an ‘ ’).nship edge

A ‘ ’ will be created on the canvas if at least one of its  has a value for  given row.node properties any

A ' ' will be created if both its  and nodes are present, regardless of properties, and its  given as per the relationship source target direction
model design.

A ‘ ’ can be bi-directional, if defined in mutually opposite directions within two models.relationship

Look to create a thumbnail sketch or use a whiteboard to try and establish how you want your data to look. This really helps to establish what 
headers/fields will be required as , how the key-fields from different data sources will relate( ), and which headers/fields will make Nodes Edges
useful supporting metrics, ie. .Properties

Consider the following to complete an effective Model using Gemini Explore;



Which  in your dataset will become ‘ ’ on your canvas.headers/fields nodes

Which  in your dataset will be more useful as ‘ ’ of a node.headers/fields properties  

Which  (node categories) will merge with other datasets bearing the same  value. Tags Tag

Label values must match the Splunk field / Database field / CSV header names exactly. Use the ‘ ’ checkbox to define a ‘Set as Merge Key
' value within your dataset that works in conjunction with ' ’ values of other datasets.key field key field

Consider carefully the that occur between . These will be mapped as ‘ ’ and can transform how your data is relationships nodes edges
represented on the canvas.

This is an iterative process, and it may take a couple of attempts for you to establish ,  and . However, this is not an issue nodes properties edges
as each  can be built and destroyed many times before a final outcome is established. Here are some more general guidance rules to model useful 
help create the model;

Do not be tempted to create too many . Each additional node increases the complexity and can obscure the overall effectiveness of nodes
the model.

Consider adding a header/field as a  rather than as a , if it will be more useful as an additional metric or detail that will  property node
enhance the  itself.node

Use  to categorize data. These will create the ‘  available at the canvas. Tags node categories'

Ensure that an (relationship) is described accurately, orientated correctly, and convention dictates it is usually written in uppercase, edge
using underscores to delimit words (ie. BELONGS_TO)

For more insights into constructing models, please refer to the addendum titled, ‘ ’Gemini Explore - The Art of Data Modeling

Login to Gemini Explore

Login to  and from the  menu at the top of the page, select the ‘ ’ option. We begin by adding a new data Gemini Explore Exploration Data Modeling
source.

Selecting the Data Source

Select the ‘ ’ menu from the top of the screen to reveal existing sources available for modeling. To add a new data source, select the 'Sources Add 
' button to reveal a choice between a ,  or  source.New CSV Splunk JDBC

Example of a CSV Data Source

From the ‘ ' selector, choose the  option to reveal the following;Type CSV
Use a logical ‘ ’ for your CSV data sourceName

We provide a convenient CSV upload facility in the form of the ‘ ’ button.Browse

Some CSV’s come with a preamble or series of comments that dominate the first few lines. If this is the 
case, use the ‘ ’ option to remove the lines prior to the ‘ ’ row.Skip Lines header

The ‘ ’ value is simply there to control memory usage, the default is usually optimal.Batch Size

The  entry is optional but can be useful for CSV’s that have non-human generated or foreign Columns
language headers that you wish to modify at source. Note that you will either need to modify columnevery 
header in the data source, or none at all.

Match the  used within the CSV source, for both field boundaries and string selections.delimiters



Select the ‘ ’ button when complete.Submit

Example of a Splunk Data Source

From the ‘ ' selector, choose the option to reveal the following;Type Splunk 
Use a logical name for your Splunk data source and change the ‘ ’ to ‘ ’.Type Splunk

For ‘ ’ ensure that the  (default) option is selected.Scheme  https

The ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ reflect the IP address or DNS name of your local Splunk instance. Communication Host Port
is completed using the management port which defaults to 8089.

The Username and Password credentials are required for access to Splunk. These will need to have 
admin rights.

Select the  button to save.Submit

Note that these Splunk settings - including the login credentials - are not verified at this point. Therefore 
do not assume that a successful ‘ ’ is confirming these parameters.Save

Creating a Model

Gemini Explore offers a flexible way to create the models that represent  data in a way that  decide. Each model will consist of at least two ‘your you N
’ and one ‘ ’ (relationship).odes Edge

Select the ‘ ’ menu from the top of the screen to reveal a list of current models. To create a new Model, select the ‘ ' button.Models Add New
The example below has been given a logical ‘ ’, based on the Name
source.

Both the ‘ ’ name and ' ' entries are mandatory fields.Creator version



Note the ‘ ’ that enables the user to use the Edit mode toggle switch
default model creator mode (shown) or a programmatic mode that can 
be used as an alternative. In Tutorial 1, we will give examples of both.

The requirement now, is to produce a series of ,  Nodes Edges
(relationships) and to define your data source as you feel  Properties 
appropriate.

There are two methods available for the creation of a Model.

The default model creator

The programmatic method (using the GML+ language)

Using the Default Model Creator

From the  dashboard, select the ‘ ’ button.Models Add New

Add a logical  of your choice, ie. ‘ ’.Name model-1

Add a name, perhaps using your own name (mandatory field)Creator 

Make the initial  equal to (mandatory field)Version 1.0 

, Edges & PropertiesMapping - Nodes

Nodes Tab - Tags

A  will become a  that appears at the Explore canvas.Tag node category

Although derived from a field/header within your dataset, it does not 
need to exactly match the field/header that it represents, it can benefit 
from a more user-friendly name.

Create a  for each field/header that is deemed suitable for categorizing data within your dataset. Use the asterisk(*) prefix to invoke a ‘Tag merge tag
’ that will link to other similarly named  from other datasets.Tags

Note that a ‘ ’ will be a different shade of grey to a non-mergeable tag.merge tag

Note: When creating  and , be advised that the following are reserved words and cannot be used; id, label, target, Nodes Properties
source, edge, node and tags

An initial placeholder is present - ‘ ’. This will be new_node
replaced by the ‘ ’ box entrylabel

A randomly generated  appears between parenthesis. node ID
This is for internal use and can be ignored.

A Tag should not contain special characters including a 
'space'. An underscore is permitted.

Summary:



Nodes Tab - label

The  field refers to the field name or column header within your dataset to represent the  on the canvas.label actual node

Using the ‘ ’ option will reduce complexity at the canvas by de-duplicating a many-to-many result, where a more simple one-to-set as merge key
many view would be more appropriate.

Nodes Tab - Property

Properties are optional but can be useful for complimenting the view of your data at the canvas or to solve more complex issues that occur when 
representing databases on the canvas.

We recommend defining a field name or column header as a  to populate Explore’s with metrics and information useful to Property Profiler Panel 
the viewer.

Property use case 1: In this example,  are used to enhance the view at the , including the fields; Manager, DOB, Telephone Properties Profiler
number, Department, etc.

Use the  here to add a new  as you want it pencil icon property_name
to appear at the  panel.Profiler

Then enter a  that matches exactly the field/header property_value
within your dataset.

Use of the ‘ ’ checkbox, as used here, will require a corresponding value to be present in every record. Any ‘null’ values present in set as merge key
the dataset will be replaced by a placeholder bearing the name of the property.

Property use case 2: In the example below, the  defined (User and Person) represent the names required at the canvas for a Tags node category 
database table.

The  defines the name of the actual field used within the dataset Label
table.

But a  has also been created (user_id) to interface with a more Property
appropriate field within the dataset, that is more likely to be unique, and 
for this reason, it is the  field, not the field, that has  user_id username 
been chosen as the ‘ ’.merge key

Edges Tab

An ‘ ’ will form a visual ‘ ’ on the canvas between .edge relationship nodes

Each  will offer a  at the Explore canvasTag node category

An asterisk prefixed  will automatically link to another dataset bearing the same value.Tag

A  offers a convenient method of renaming the field or column header.Tag

Summary:

Each must exactly match the field/header from the original dataset label 

Using the ‘ ’ option will automatically deduplicate the field/header represented.set as merge key

Notes: When creating the , be advised that the following are reserved words and cannot be used; id, label, target,  property_name
source, edge, node and tags.

This restriction does not affect the  however.property_value

Neither  or  can contain special characters including a 'space'. An underscore only is permitted.property_name property_value



Each ‘ ’ defines the  and the and states how edge source target nodes 
these relate using a ‘ ’.label

Use the drop-down boxes to select relevant fields and ensure the 
direction of each relationship is correct. A useful icon is given here to 
switch the direction.

Commands (Splunk and JDBC Sources only)

The  menu is only relevant to  or  sources where commands or queries need to be run in order to obtain the required Commands Splunk JDBC
results.

Select the ‘ ’ menu from the top of the screen to reveal a list Commands
of any current Commands.

To create a new , select the ‘ ' button.Command Add New

Use a logical naming convention for your Commands to avoid confusion 
when linking these with your Sources and Flows.

Select the appropriate ' ' using the drop-down selector.Type

In the section for Splunk;Configuration 

Enter a valid Splunk query. This can be as complex as you like, but we 
recommend you first test it at your Splunk web interface.

Choose the Splunk  context. If in doubt leave this as the Application
‘Search’ app.

Enter the  and  time picker values on which the search earliest latest
query will operate.

If required, this search can be using CRON syntax. If this is Scheduled 
left blank, the search can be run on request at the  dashboard.Flows

Notes:

An uppercase format is usually adopted for the  of an edge.label

Deduplication of relationships is automatically enabled in the form of the ‘ ’ checkbox.merge duplicates

TIP: In order to merge the output at the canvas with other datasets, use Splunk’s renaming-on-the-fly commands to help achieve the 
desired normalized output.



Creating a Flow

A is required to run the model against a chosen data source. This will effectively join up a , , and (if present), to Flow Source Model Command 
produce an output at the , which currently defaults to the .Destination Explore Canvas

Because each is independent, the same Source can be used for different Models and Commands. This decoupling provides several Flow 
advantages including the ability to run different Splunk commands against the same Splunk source operating on differing schedules.

Select the ‘ ’ menu from the top of the screen to reveal a list of any current Flows. To create a new Flow, select the ‘ ' button.Flows Add New

Each Flow is built to link the component parts of the model to form the desired output at the Explore canvas.

Enter a logical for the desired  that reflects its intention, and then simply use the drop-down boxes to select the appropriate , Name Flow Source Co
(Splunk & JDBC only) and .mmand Model

The  field should  be left at its  value.Destination always Default

Select the ‘ ’ button to save the Flow design.Submit

Return to the  dashboard and notice that the Flow design is now able to be '.Flows 'run

Check that the Source, Command, Model and Destination components are all correct before selecting the ‘ ’ option.Run

If it is a Splunk or JDBC based Flow, the following prompt will appear to give the option of changing the and parameters. Modify if earliest latest 
necessary and select the ‘ ’ button.Run

The Flow status changes from ‘ ’ to ‘ ’ and after a short while the status should change again to ‘ ’.Stopped Running Completed

Together with the status of ‘ ’ the number of rows  and the percentage completed will also appear. Do not worry if the completed ingested
percentage completed does not equal 100%, if the status is at ‘ ’, it was successful.completed

For CSV sources, the  entry box should be left blank.Command



If for any reason the status returns a value of ‘ ’, first verify that all the model components have been selected correctly and that the Source Failed
detail for a Splunk or JDBC connection is correct. If required, download the parser log file using the process below.

Accessing the Parser Logs

From the  section of the  dashboard of Gemini Explore, select the ‘ ’ button top right of the screen.Flows Data Modeling Download Logs

This will download the complete Parser Log file to your workstation. Scroll to the end of this file using a suitable text editor and work backwards to 
reveal an error message relevant to your issue. This will normally reveal an authentication error to your Splunk or SQL source, or a badly formatted 
command that can not compute against the chosen model.

When the issue has been corrected, if necessary, perform a  operation, and run the relevant  to re-ingest the data. For further Clean-up Flows
information, please refer to the  section at the end of this document. Troubleshooting

Viewing the Model using Gemini Explore

To visualize the  created using , return to the Dashboard (below). Select from any available  in Model Gemini Explore  Exploration node category
the left-hand Tags panel, or use the Search box filter to locate nodes of interest or conduct your exploration. Refer to the  for further Tutorials
guidance on working at the Explore canvas.



Editing Models, Commands, and Flows

Creating a working solution for your datasets at the Explore canvas is an iterative process requiring that the and  be modified Models Commands
until the  delivers the desired output at the Explore canvas.Flow

Each of the components has an ‘ ’ button to facilitate iterative modifications, but it is important that a  be performed after each Edit Clean-up
modification has taken place, prior to running the next Flow. This will ensure that any new modifications have been applied to the dataset and will 
be visible at the canvas following running the next Flow ingestion.

Clearing Data from Explore

Each time a  conducts a ‘ ’ operation, data is pushed to the Explore canvas based on the associated Source, Model and Command Flow Run
applied.

Modification of either a or will require a ‘ ’ operation of existing data prior to the ingestion of fresh data by running its Model Command Clean-up
associated .Flow

However, because of the inter-related functionality between datasets ingested into Gemini Explore,  will be removed from Gemini all ingested data
Explore during a  operation, it is not possible to selectively remove sections of your data, ie. from the Model you are currently working on.Clean-up

If you have many different datasets available at the Explore Canvas aside from the one you may be modifying, the Flows for these datasets will 
need to be ‘Run’ again in order to re-populate the Explore Canvas.

For this reason, we recommend having a ‘sand-box’ Gemini Explore instance available for the design and build of Explore models that, when ready, 
can be imported to a production version of Gemini Explore.

To perform a Clean-up operation:

Select the  menu option from the  dashboard.Destination Data Modeling

Within the ‘ ' destination panel, select the ' ’ button, and verify at the warning message with the ' ' button, to confirm the Default Clean-up OK
removal of  data from Explore.all

To verify that the Clean-up has been completed, the  and  stats will both revert to .Nodes Relationships zero

Re-ingest data following any modifications completed to the  or , by selecting the  menu option from the  Model Commands Flows Data Modeling
dashboard and running the appropriate .Flows

Verify that the expected Node categories are available at the  dashboard.Exploration

Tutorial 1: Using Gemini Explore with a CSV data source

In order to ensure you are familiar with the intuitive and interactive nature of our , we have prepared sample data - two CSV data Gemini Explore
sources containing Covid-19 data from a single Country - linked by the ‘ ’ header. This exercise will show how separate data sources can be case
linked by a similarly named header to aid visual analysis at the Explore canvas.

The process of creating a working model for a  data source is broken down into several stages highlighted in the graphic below. The , CSV Source M
,  and  stages will be created in this tutorial for each of two CSV files.odel Flow Destination

It is important to understand that a  operation will remove ‘ ’ of the ingested data from Explore. This is due to the complex clean-up ALL
merging of datasets internally that are impossible to separate.

The solution however, is simply to run the relevant Flows following each Clean-up operation, or to use a sand-box installation of Explore 
for all your design work.



Download the two sample CSV files used for this Tutorial. If you have difficulty using the file links below, you can download them from 
(our Support Portal https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gemini-explore-beta-pilot-program)

Use the following links to download the  and  files.CSV1 CSV2

Tutorial 1 - CSV1: covid_country67_cases.csv

Tutorial 1 - CSV2: remarks_country67.csv

To satisfy your curiosity and avoid the possibility of corrupting your CSV’s with a 3rd party program, we have listed the headers and first few rows of 
each file below for your convenience.

covid_country67_cases.csvCSV1: 

case,dateAnnouced,gender,age,citizenship,region,source,dateOfEntry,
onsetDate,discoveryPipeline,recovered,dateOfRecovery,dischargeDate
1,"Tuesday, January 21",Female,5X,Taiwan,South-Kaohsiung,Overseas,20-Jan,
11-Jan,,yes,2/6 San Cai Yin,6-Feb
2,"Friday, January 24",Female,5X,China,North-Taipei,Overseas,21-Jan,23-
Jan,,,,
3,"Friday, January 24",male,5X,Taiwan,South-Kaohsiung,Overseas,21-Jan,20-
Jan,,,,

remarks_country67.csvCSV2: 

case,remarks
1,"The first, case of the first case of imported severe disease 
(unintubated) in China"
2,"Xiaogang Airport Entry"
3,"1/22 Entering the Kaohsiung Ballroom and, staying in the negative 
pressure ward for 2 months"

Note that if you open these data sources with a graphical spreadsheet tool such as Microsoft Excel, this can adversely affect the 
underlying CSV structure. It is highly recommended that you download and use the  facility on each CSV source, before using it dos2unix
in .Gemini Explore

https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gemini-explore-beta-pilot-program/
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/covid_country67_cases.csv
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/remarks_country67.csv


Step 1: Login and add the data sources

Login to  given to you by your Network Administrator (ie. https://<explore_DNS>:9000) using the following credentials:Gemini Explore URI

Username: init@geminidata.com

Password: changeme

Select the  option from the  menu to add the first of our CSV sources. Data Modeling Exploration

From the  dashboard, select the ‘ ’ button.Sources Add New

Add a  of your choice, for example, ‘covid-country67_cases’, and change the ‘ ’ to a ‘ ’ source.Name Type CSV

Use the ‘ ’ button to locate  (covid_country67_cases.csv) file, and select the  button to save.Choose file CSV1 Submit

Repeat this exercise with  (remarks_country67.csv), to produce two Data Sources listed at the Sources dashboard (see below).CSV2

Step 2: Create the Models

There are two methods for creating a Model. In order to give a comparison of these methods, we will use the default method for creating our covid_
, and then use the alternative programmatic method for our .country67_model remarks_country67_model

Step 2.1: Using the Default Model Creator method

From the  dashboard, select the ‘ ’ button.Models Add New

Add a  of your choice, ie. ‘ ’.Name covid-country67_model

Add a name, use your own name, or ‘gemini_lab1’ here.Creator 

Make the  equal to Version 1.0

To avoid certificate 'issues' you must use the Mozilla Firefox web browser for the Beta trial of Gemini Explore.



Within the ‘ ' panel,  and  should be produced for the most useful headers (or Splunk fields) from your data source. The Mapping Nodes Edges
headers from our  CSV file are shown below for reference.covid-country67_cases

case,dateAnnouced,gender,age,citizenship,region,source,dateOfEntry,
onsetDate,discoveryPipeline,recovered,dateOfRecovery,dischargeDate
1,"Tuesday, January 21",Female,5X,Taiwan,South-Kaohsiung,Overseas,20-Jan,
11-Jan,,yes,2/6 San Cai Yin,6-Feb

In this first example, we will create the following using three of the key headers in this dataset.Nodes 

case

country

infection_region

We will also create the following  under the  Node, from the remaining headers to enhance the output of the Model.Properties case

gender

recovered

source

Step 2.1.1: Enter a case node

Select the ' ' button to create the  Node.+ case

In the  entry box;Tags

type '* ' and press return (the asterisk is important!), case
followed by ‘ ’ and again press returnperson

In the  entry box;Label

type ‘ ’case

Notice that this replaces the Node Name.

As this is a select the ‘ ’ checkbox, to ‘key field’ set as merge key
ensure that this links with ‘ ’ fields from other data sources.case

The entry should resemble the image opposite.

Note that the *  and  tags are a different color. The lighter case person
color of the ‘ ’ tag identifies this tag as the one that ‘ ’. The ‘*case merges p

’ Tag will still appear as a Node category, but is a standard, non-erson
mergeable Tag.

The field value must match the actual header/field in the original  label 
dataset.

Notes:

A placeholder is present - ‘ ’. This will be replaced new_node
by the ‘ ’ box entrylabel

A randomly generated  appears between parenthesis. node ID
This is for internal use and can be ignored.



We will add three  to this Node using the ,Properties gender, recovered
and  CSV headers to enrich the panel with useful source Profiler 
metrics.

Use the ‘ ’ button to add the following as properties;+ New Property

type ' ' in the  boxgender property_name

type ‘ ’ in the  boxgender property_value

Repeat this process with the  header recovered

Repeat one last time with the  header, but because ‘source’ is a source
reserved word, we need to change the property_name to something 
different.

type ' ' in the  boxsource_is property_name

type ‘ ’ in the  boxsource property_value

Select the ' ' button to save.Submit

Step 2.1.2: Add a country node

Re-select the  and use the ‘ ’ button to re-covid-country67_model Edit
enter edit mode and select the ' ' button again to add the  Node.+ country

In the  entry box;Tags

type ' ' and press returncountry

In the  entry box;Label

type ‘ ’citizenship

‘ ’ will match the actual header value from the CSV file. The citizenship
Node Category was to be ‘ ’ at the Explore canvas, so this was country
made the  valueTag

Select the ' ' button to enter the third and final Node for + region.

In the  entry box;Tags

type ' ' and press returninfection_region

In the  entry box;Label

type ‘ ’region

Select the ‘  button to save the two new Nodes.Submit’

The resultant Model should resemble the picture below, noting that although we have created our three , there are no connections, or Nodes
relationships, between them. This is where the  come in.Edges

Note: Care should be taken to ensure that a ‘blank 
' does not exist, prior to saving. It is easy to select properties

the ' ’ button by mistake!+ New Property



Our  now contains three nodes but we have yet to specify any relationships between the Nodes. Relationships are formed covid-country67_model
by adding ‘ ’.Edges

Step 2.1.3: Create the relationships (Edges)

Re-select the  and use the ‘ ’ button to re-covid-country67_model Edit
enter edit mode. Within the panel choose the tab.Mapping Edges 

Select the ‘ ' button to create the first  (relationship) between the + Edge c
 &  Nodes.ase country

Add the  value to the  box using its drop-down case source
selector

Add the  value to the  box using its drop-down country target
selector

Type  over the RELATED_WITH placeholderCITIZEN_OF

The resultant Edge should resemble that shown opposite.

Note that the direction of the relationship as shown by the central arrow 
has the correct orientation for our purpose. Use the reverse icon to 
change the direction if so required.

Select the ' ' button again to create the second (relationship) + Edge
between the  and  Nodes.case region

Add the  value to the  box using its drop-down case source
selector

Add the  value to the  box using its drop-down region target
selector

Type  over the RELATED_WITH placeholder.INFECTED_IN

Select the ‘ ’ button to save these two  and observe the Submit Edges Mo
 in the right-hand panel, which should look similar to that del preview

opposite.

Step 2.2: Programmatic Mode Alternative

It is also possible to construct a Model using the  language in the GML+
programmatic mode that can be accessed using the centrally located ‘Ed

’ toggle switch.it mode toggle switch

The ‘ ’ option is selected by default. This is merge duplicates
usually the best option to reduce complexity on the canvas.



Re-enter the Model, move the toggle switch to the left, and select ‘ ’ Edit
mode to reveal the code which should resemble that opposite.

If preferred, Models can be built or edited using this alternate method.

creator "gemini_lab1"
version "1.0"
graph [
        node [
                id "w5lgbl"
                tags "*case,
person"
                *label "case"
                gender "gender"
                recovered 
"recovered"
                source_is 
"source"
        ]
        node [
                id "v2yjci"
                tags 
"infection_region"
                label "region"
        ]
        node [
                id "zlnkfl"
                tags "country"
                label 
"citizenship"
        ]
        edge [
                source "w5lgbl"
                target "v2yjci"
                label 
"INFECTED_IN"
                $single 1
        ]
        edge [
                source "w5lgbl"
                target "zlnkfl"
                label 
"CITIZEN_OF"
                $single 1
        ]
]

Step 2.2.1: Programmatic Model Method

It is now necessary to create another Model for our second data source - ( ).CSV2 remarks_country67_model

This will be a simpler Model, containing just two  (  and ) that have a single  between them called ‘ ’Nodes case remarks Edge IS_FROM

This can be created using the default editor, but we will switch to the ‘ ’ and copy/paste the information from the code box programmatic mode
below to introduce the concept of this editor.

From the  dashboard, select the ‘ ’ button.Models Add New

Notes:

Although the ‘ ' values are made from randomly generated id
values when using the default editor, it is perfectly acceptable 
to use your own ' ’ value here as long as they are unique.id

To produce another Model based on this one, simply copy 
and paste the code to a ‘New’ model.

ID values used in one Model can be identical to another 
separate Model, but no two Nodes can share the same ‘id’ 
within the same Model.



Add a  of your choice, ie. ‘ ’.Name remarks_county67

Add a name, use your own name, or ‘gemini_lab1’ here.Creator 

Make the  equal to Version 1.0

Use the central Slider switch to enter Programmatic Mode

Copy all of the code from the box below, and paste it over into the  entry box overwriting anything that has been created by the Mapping
previous text entries (also shown below).

Select the  button.Submit

creator "gemini_lab1"
version "1.0"
graph [
        node [
                id "c30mze"
                tags "remarks"
                label "remarks"
        ]
        node [
                id "rglych"
                tags "case"
                *label "case"
        ]
        edge [
                source "c30mze"
                target "rglych"
                label "IS_FROM"
                $single 1
        ]
]

Following this exercise, there should be two Models listed at the dashboard (see below);Models 

Select the  from the Models dashboard to reveal the default editor view which should resemble the following screen.remarks_country67_model

This suggests that Models can be built and ongoing edits made using either editor option.



Step 3: Create the Flows

The final step is to create a ‘ ’ for each data source. This will be followed by ' ' each  to create  results that can be viewed at Flow running Flow Model
the canvas.Gemini Explore 

Step 3.1: Select the menu option to open the dashboard, select the ‘ ’ button.Flows Flows Add New

Create a logical name for a that will represent , ie. Flow CSV1 covid-country67_flow

From the  drop-down menu, select the source.Source covid-country67_cases 

Ignore the  entry box which is not relevant to CSV sources.Command

From the drop-down box select the Model covid-country67_model

From the drop-down box, select the ‘ ’ option.Destination Default

Select the  button to save the first of our FlowsSubmit

The result should resemble the following;

The needs to be ‘ ’ in order to populate the Explore canvas.Flow Run

Select the ‘ ’ button and confirm the acknowledgment to run create the Model flow. The Flow should now state that it has ' ', Run Completed: 100%
with a total of  ingested rows.373

Step 3.2: Repeat the above process to create a second called for the  (remarks_country67) data source; Flow  remarks_country67_flow CSV2

Name: remarks_county67_flow

Source: remarks_county67

Model: remarks_country67_model

Destination: Default



When completed, ‘ ’ the Flow, which again should produce 373 rows of data.Run

Step 4: Working with Models at the Explore Canvas

From the  menu, select to view the model's  produced in the ‘ ’ panel. The result should be similar to the Data Modelling Exploration Elements Data
following;

Note: The actual remarks value may vary from the above, but if anything else is missing, please refer to the  section for Troubleshooting
assistance.

Step 4.1: Working with the Explore Canvas

To begin, let us add the  to the . Use the ‘ ' button alongside the ' ’ element to add the first 300 elements from your data cases Explore Canvas + case
source to the canvas.

Under some circumstances, it may be better to bring back selective records.
To search for one individual case, use the ' ' entry box within the . For example, let us show Search Panel
search for .case 19

Clear the existing search (type 'e'), and type the name of the element required, in this example ‘ ’. As case
you type you will be prompted to select an uppercase version of the element concerned.

Note that the canvas will only display the first 300 elements on the canvas at any one time.

Press ' ' at the canvas at any time to clear.e

For more help on working at the Explore canvas, refer to the online User Guide, https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gem-explorer-user-
guide/

https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gem-explorer-user-guide/
https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gem-explorer-user-guide/


Select the appropriate uppercase element to reveal a cursor entry. This is where you can add a specific 
value from your data source, ie. ‘ ’19

Select the ‘ ’ button to confirm your entry. This will bring back case ‘ ’ onto the Explore Canvas for Apply 19
analysis.

If you wish to add more values from either this or other elements, repeat the process.

For a more detailed description, including examples, of the model creation process using Gemini Explore data modeling required to achieve the 
desired effect with your data, please refer to the separate document - .Gemini Explore - The Art of Data Modeling

Step 4.2: Exploring data using the Canvas

Now that we have one record on the Explore Canvas ( ),  to view its immediate connections. The canvas should resemble the 19 double-click
following. We will address the issue of changing to more appropriate icons at the final stage.

What we can deduce from the graph in its current form;

Select element ‘ ’ with your mouse and observe the  panel that shows this is a male subject19 Profiler

Select the interconnecting line -  - between  and , to reveal that this was a citizen of Taiwan.relationship entity 19 entity Taiwan

Select the relationship between and to reveal that this was where the subject was infected.entity 19 Central-Changhua 

Select the relationship between   and the remark beginning, ‘White Taxi..’ to reveal detail in the Profiler panel that this subject was entity 19
a taxi driver.

Tutorial 2: Using Gemini Explore with a Splunk data source

It may be preferable to use Splunk to ingest your data, as this will enable the additional flexibility of transforming the data prior to its ingestion within 
. This might include the need to; rename existing fields, or add additional fields on-the-fly using the Splunk SPL commands.Gemini Explore

For this exercise, we will continue with the theme of Covid-19 data, but you will need to provide a Splunk environment, either your own local 
workstation or using the instructions given to enable the built-in Splunk Featured Platform.



Step 1: Preparing your Splunk environment

This exercise will involve the (remarks_country.csv) file downloaded in  which will now be added using a  instance.CSV2 Tutorial 1 Splunk

There are two options available to you;

Option 1: Your own choice of a working version of Splunk (Network, MAC or PC based)

If you have a suitable Splunk environment ready, please continue from Step 2

Option 2: Activate and use the Splunk Featured Platform built-in to your Gemini Enterprise instance using the following instructions:

Instructions to use the built-in Splunk Featured Platform

In order to use the built-in Splunk featured Platform of Gemini Enterprise, you will need to download a  file from the Linux 64 Splunk binary tgz
Splunk website;  Register for an account (if you don’t have one), and ensure that https://www.splunk.com/en_us/download/splunk-enterprise.html
you download the  Splunk binary file.Linux 64 bit tgz

‘ ’ Splunk from the panel on the dashboard of  (https://<explore_DNS>).Activate Home Gemini Enterprise

A new  icon is now visible on the left-hand vertical Menu. From here, select the dashboard, where you will be presented Splunk Splunk / Daemon 
with a screen informing you that Splunk has not yet been installed.

https://www.splunk.com/en_us/download/splunk-enterprise.html


Select the ‘ ’ button to install the  binary file downloaded at the start.Upload & Install Linux 64bit

When the file has finished uploading, the status is displayed in the subpanel. Make a note of the default Splunk admin credentials supplied, or 
change if desired, then select the ‘ ’ button and accept the following Splunk Software License Agreement (EULA).Install

The Splunk Enterprise software will now be installed on your Gemini instance.

On completion of the installation, the  dashboard is displayed; Splunk / Daemon



It is highly recommended that the ‘ ’ option is enabled in order to start Splunk automatically should the Gemini Enterprise instance itself Boot-Start
be restarted for any reason.

Use the slider switch to enable Boot-Start and select the ‘ ’ button.Restart Splunk to Apply

To open Splunk, navigate to the  dashboard, and use the ‘ ’ button to open Splunk in a new browser tab.Splunk / Web Interface Open Splunk Web



Step 2: Ingest the CSV to Splunk

Login to the web interface of your chosen  instance on port 8000 (ie. http://<gemini_instance>:8000 if it is installed within Gemini Enterprise)Splunk

Navigate to the   menu option. Select ' ', and transfer CSV2 (remarks_country67.csv), as a Splunk Settings / Lookups / Lookup Table + Add new
lookup table.

Ensure that you change the permissions of this Lookup table to (ie. the option), and give  rights to everyone, to make the data Global, All apps read
source easier to access from any Splunk app.

Verify that the CSV file has been installed correctly by running the following search at a Splunk search interface:

| inputlookup remarks_country67.csv

A total of  records should be available resembling the following screen output;373

Alternatively, use the wizard in Splunk to upload your CSV, but please ensure this goes into a temporary index. If you use this Add Data 
option, remember to use ' ' in searches, instead of the  command suggested in this tutorial.sourcetype=csv inputlookup



Step 3: Perform a Clean-up Operation

Each time a  process is ‘ ’ within Gemini Explore, data is pushed to the Explore canvas. Updates to either a or will Flow Run Model Command 
require a ‘ ’ operation of existing data prior to the ingestion of fresh data by the re-running the relevant .Clean-up Flows

From the  web interface, select the  menu option from the  dashboard.Gemini Explore Destination Data Modeling

Within the ‘ ' destination panel, select the ' ’ button, and verify at the warning message with the ' ' button, to confirm the Default Clean-up OK
removal of  data from Explore.all

To verify that the Clean-up has been completed, the  and  stats will both revert to .Nodes Relationships zero

Step 3: Add a Splunk Source

From the  menu, select the ‘ ’ button.Sources Add Source
Create a new source called ' ' and select the ‘ ’ button.remarks_country67_splunk Edit

Change the ‘ ’ drop-down menu option to ‘ ’.Type Splunk

For ‘ ’ ensure that  (default) is selected.Scheme  https

The ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ reflect the IP address or DNS name of your chosen Splunk instance. Host Port
Communication is completed using the management port which defaults to 8089.

The Username and Password credentials are required for access to Splunk. This user will need 
to have admin rights.

Leave the set to the default of 1000Batch Size 

Select the  button to save.Submit

Note that the Splunk settings - including the login credentials - are not verified at this point. Therefore do 
not assume that a successful ‘ ’ is confirming these parameters.Save

It is important to understand that this  operation will remove ‘ ’ of the ingested data from Explore, not just the data for the clean-up ALL Flow
that has been selected. This is down to the complex merging of datasets behind the scenes, which are impossible to separate.

The solution however is to simply run the relevant Flows again following a Clean-up operation.



Step 4: Create a Command

The  menu has been designed to enable different queries to be run against the  Splunk or JDBC Model.Command same

We created a model -  - in  that remains exactly what we need the model to represent, so this will be reused remarks_country67_model Tutorial 1
in this example.

The difference here is that we need to run a  against the Source (Splunk lookup table) to extract the fields required, hence the need Splunk query
for a ' '.Command

Select the  menu option, and select the ' ' button.Commands Add new

Enter the name, ‘ ’remarks-country67_splunk_cmd

Use the drop-down menu to change the  to ‘Splunk’.Type

In the  box, simply enter the following lookup;Query
| inputlookup remarks_country67.csv

The  can remain at the ‘Search’ app.Application

Enter a ‘ ' in the  and ‘ ’ in the  box to essentially create an '0 Earliest time now Latest time All Time
’ search.

There is no need to schedule this search. We will conduct a manual  operation when we Flow
need the dataset.

Select the ‘ ’ button on completionSubmit

Step 5: Create the Flows

As a Clean-up operation took place at Step 2, both ‘ ’ will need to be re-run to ingest fresh data into the Explore canvas.Flows

Select the menu option from the  dashboard, and ‘ ’ the to refresh the  data.Flows Data Modeling Run covid-country67_flow CSV1

A new Flow will need to be created for our new  lookup query source.Splunk   

Select the ‘ ’ button from the menu in order to create the link between the Splunk , our , Add new Flows Source remarks_country67_model
and the Splunk lookup .Command



Enter a Name of ' ' for the Flow.Remarks ingestion Splunk

Use the drop-down menus to select the correct elements for our Splunk query Flow;

Source: remarks_country67_splunk

Command: remarks-country67_splunk_cmd

Model: remarks_country67_model

Destination: Default

Select the ‘ ’ button on completionSubmit

From the panel, ‘ ’ the  to generate the query against the data in Splunk.Flows Run Remarks Ingestion Flow

The resultant  should resemble the following;Flow

This confirms that the Splunk connection was successfully made, the query was run against the data, and 373 records were recorded at the output.

If the Status result is at ' ', please refer to the  section on how to view the Parser Logs.Failed Troubleshooting

Step 6: Viewing the Models using Gemini Explore

Select from the  menu, in order to view the model's  produced in the ‘ ’ panel. The result should resemble Exploration Data Modeling Elements Data
the following, ie. no change from the result of , which is not unexpected of course.Tutorial 1

In order to utilize the full power of using Splunk in Gemini Explore, please complete .Tutorial 3

In order to learn how to modify icons on the canvas, refer specifically to  of .Step 6 Tutorial 3

Tutorial 3: Using Splunk to transform your results in Gemini Explore

Splunk is able to transform and normalize your data in many ways which we have not yet fully explored, but we are sure that using your knowledge 
of Splunk commands, there are several ways to prepare your dataset for more dynamic analysis. There may also come a time when you need to 
explore your data in much greater detail.

Splunk’s  app, gives you the ability to apply machine learning pre-processing or feature extraction algorithms to your Machine Learning Toolkit
data prior to its ingestion into  where it can then interact dynamically with other datasets. The following tutorial gives you just a Gemini Explore
flavor of what can be achieved using this app.

In order to proceed, ensure that you have downloaded and installed the  and its associated   apSplunk MLTK app Python for Scientific Computing 
p from  and added these to your Splunk environment.Splunkbase



MLTK App: https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/2890/

Python for Scientific Computing App(Linux 64 bit version): https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/2882/

Having completed , Gemini Explore will currently have access to;Tutorials 1 & 2

The  data source (covid_country67_cases.csv)CSV1

The  data source, via a  search ( | inputlookup remarks_country67.csv)CSV2 Splunk

To remind you the makeup of these datasets, see below for the first few rows, including the headers;

covid_country67_cases.csv

case,dateAnnouced,gender,age,citizenship,region,source,dateOfEntry,
onsetDate,discoveryPipeline,recovered,dateOfRecovery,dischargeDate
1,"Tuesday, January 21",Female,5X,Taiwan,South-Kaohsiung,Overseas,20-Jan,
11-Jan,,yes,2/6 San Cai Yin,6-Feb
2,"Friday, January 24",Female,5X,China,North-Taipei,Overseas,21-Jan,23-
Jan,,,,
3,"Friday, January 24",male,5X,Taiwan,South-Kaohsiung,Overseas,21-Jan,20-
Jan,,,,

Splunk search: | inputlookup remarks_country67.csv

case,remarks
1,"The first, case of the first case of imported severe disease 
(unintubated) in China"
2,"Xiaogang Airport Entry"
3,"1/22 Entering the Kaohsiung Ballroom and, staying in the negative 
pressure ward for 2 months"

Questions regarding how these two data sources are related and what can be learned from combining them become apparent. In this example, the 
data already lends itself to further scrutiny as the two sources have been linked by the ‘ ’ value. If we ask the right questions of our data, we can case
utilize  to visually interact with data, drilling down to find patterns or relationships that may otherwise be difficult to spot.Gemini Explore

Notice that the remarks data source references a lot of other case numbers within the text. Text data is difficult to work with, but there is a  TFIDF
feature extraction algorithm in the Splunk MLTK app, which may be able to help us find more useful correlations or clusters among the remarks. Or 
maybe the Splunk cluster command itself could help, as this also works well with text-based data.

In the following example, we have used the  algorithm. We decided first to create a combined field with each case number added to its  ‘TFIDF’
remark to improve overall correlation. The ‘ ’ algorithm is then used to find the most relevant words in the text (excluding the most common TFIDF
English words). We then apply the ‘ ’ algorithm which will look for clusters among the remarks. We will explore this briefly in Splunk before KMeans
using Gemini Explore to probe a little deeper.

Step 1: Verify the search in Splunk

It is important to ‘sanity check’ a search using Splunk itself before turning it into a Gemini Explore ‘Command’. In fact, you will probably always 
create your  using Splunk, reviewing results as you go to verify its validity.Command

Run the following search at   to simulate the Command, and to observe exactly what it does to the dataset. Remember  your Splunk web interface
you need to have installed the MLTK app for this search to work.

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/2890/
https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/2882/


| inputlookup remarks_country67.csv 
| eval remarks = 'remarks'." ".'case'
| fit TFIDF remarks stop_words=english
| fit KMeans k=30 remarks_tfidf_* 
| dedup 15 cluster
| table cluster case remarks
| sort cluster

Use the small  next to the cluster field to color the clusters using the ‘ ’ option. This makes the result easier to understand, as pencil icon Values
shown below in an example of the desired output.

Thirty clusters have been created from the remarks dataset, one of which is represented in our example by cluster 22. This  contains 'case cluster
19' and highlights the fact that this male subject 'case 19’ has infected members of his own family, namely case 20, case 21, case 22 and case 23.

We should now investigate this data using Gemini Explore!

Step 2: Create a new Command

In Tutorial 2, we created a  called , but this simply brings back the entire dataset. We need to create Command remarks-country67_splunk_cmd
an alternative  that runs the Splunk search identified above.Command

From the  menu of the  interface, select the ' buttonCommands Data Modelling Add new' 
Create a new Name, ie. MLTK search of remarks cmd

Select the Splunk ‘ ’ from the drop-down menu, and complete the Type
Configuration as follows;

Query: Copy & paste the following search;

Please note that the  will change every time you run the search! So each time this search is run in Gemini or indeed cluster number
Splunk, the cluster number will be different.



| inputlookup 
remarks_country67.csv 
| eval remarks = 'remarks'." 
".'case'
| fit TFIDF remarks 
stop_words=english
| fit KMeans k=30 
remarks_tfidf_* 
| dedup 15 cluster
| table cluster case remarks
| sort cluster

Application: Leave as ‘ ’ (or select the search Splunk_ML_Tool
app if preferred).kit 

Earliest time: -48h@h

Latest time: now

Schedule: leave blank for now as we will control the  manually.Flow

Select the ‘ ’ button on completion.Submit

Step 3: Create or Modify a model to introduce new dimensions

The search used in our new  creates a new and important field called ‘ ’. This will make a great contribution to our existing , Command cluster  Model
enabling us to navigate clusters on the Explore canvas.

We could create a completely new model, but here we will modify the original model - , to include the cluster field and remarks_country67_model
create a new relationship to the case field.

From the  menu of the  interface, locate the  and select the ‘ ’ button.Models Data Modelling remarks_country67_model Edit
Select the ‘ ' button on the ' ’ tab and create a new Node as + Nodes
follows:

Tags: cluster (press enter)

Label: cluster

Now switch to the ‘ ’ tab, and select the ' ' button to create a new Edges +
relationship.

In the box, use the drop-down to select the  Source cluster
value



In the box, use the drop-down to select the  value.Target case

Create an uppercase called Label CLUSTER_CONTAINS

Select the ‘ ’ button on completion.Submit

Step 4: Create a new Flow

Because we have introduced a new , it makes sense to create a new  to link these elements together.Command Flow
From the  menu of the  interface, select the ‘Flows Data Modelling Add 

’ button.new

Create a new , called ‘ ’ and using Flow MLTK search of remarks flow  
the drop-down boxes select;

Source: remarks_country67_splunk

Command: MLTK search of remarks cmd

Model: remarks_county67_model

Destination: Default

Select the ‘ ’ button on completion.Submit

Before we can ‘ ’ the to combine the latest at the canvas, we need to perform a  operation.Run Flows Models/Commands Clean-up



Select the  menu option from the  dashboard.Destination Data Modeling

Within the ‘ ' destination panel, select the ' ’ button, and verify at the warning message with the ' ' button, to confirm the removal Default Clean-up OK
of  data from Explore.all

To verify that the Clean-up has been completed, the  and  stats will both revert to .Nodes Relationships zero

Return to the menu of the dashboard to run the appropriate Flows involved in our exploration:Flows Data Modelling 

Locate and Run the ‘ ’covid-country67_flow

Locate and Run the ‘ ’MLTK search of remarks flow

Step 5: Visualise the result in Gemini Explore

Return to the dashboard. This should reveal an additional element called ‘ ’ following the Splunk search in the new . Exploration cluster Command
(Note, that the ‘remarks’ value may differ in quantity from that below)

So let us now explore the data using the canvas. We know from our earlier Splunk search that a cluster will be formed from the Exploration 
relatives of . (remember the  will change each time you run the Splunk search!).case 19 cluster numbers

Add to the canvas and double-click to find its neighbors. When expanded on the canvas, a result similar to that below should be expected case 19 
where, in our example below,  is seen to be related.cluster 16



If we double-click , we find the family group of . If we double-click each of these cases we discover their relationships to case 19.cluster 16 case 19

Step 6: Create different Icons on the Explore Canvas

Using different icons to represent multiple node categories will make the understanding of your data infinitely easier. For this reason, we are 
including it within this document.

For full operational instructions of , please refer to the  document.Gemini Explore Gemini Explore - Working at the Explore Canvas

There are two ways to modify Node icons in Gemini Explore; from the  dashboard…Admin / Icons

Or, the easiest and most intuitive method of updating icons is direct from the canvas. Let us say we want to update the Node category Exploration 
of ‘Country’, to a small globe icon;

https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gem-explorer-user-guide-canvas/


From the  panel, select the ‘ ’ icon Tags Customize Appearance
representing the chosen Node Category.

From the resulting screen’s  section, choose an Built-In Icons
appropriate icon, and then select a suitable Color from the panel on the 
right.

Select the ‘ ’ button when done.Save

Repeat this exercise with other Node Categories as required.

As an example of this process, our  output could resemble the following;Tutorial 3
These changes have been applied to entire Node Categories.

To highlight an individual , right-click the Node on the Exploration Node
canvas, and select the ‘ ’ menu option.Customize Display

This will open the same update screen, but will  affect this single  ONLY
Node.



Step 7 (optional): Import new Symptoms data

We have prepared another data Source and a ready-made Model for you that is directly related to the existing Covid datasets. This one will bring in 
the Symptoms related to each Covid case.

Here is an example of the first few rows, including headers, from the  data source.symptoms_country67.csv

case,symptom,medical history,Source of infection
1,"Fever, cough, shortness of breath, pneumonia",,O (Wuhan)
2,fever,,O (Wuhan)
3,cold,,O (Wuhan)
4,cough,,O (Wuhan)
5,"Fever, muscle soreness",,O (Wuhan)

Notice that the first line lists many symptoms for case number 1. By introducing a that uses a clever Splunk search, we are able to break Command 
down the comma-delimited symptoms into individual rows, which yields some useful statistics on which are the main prevalent symptoms.

Add this new data source together with its completed Model by downloading them direct our collateral page in our  (Support Portal https://support.
)geminidata.com/docs/gemini-explore-beta-pilot-program/

Use the links below to initiate the downloads.

Tutorial 3: CSV3 - symptoms_country67.csv

Tutorial 3: symptoms_country67_model

At your web interface;Splunk 

Add the  (symptoms_country67.csv) file using the dashboard.CSV3  Settings / Lookups / Lookup Table 

Change the permissions to  and enable  access for everyone.Global   Read

https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gemini-explore-beta-pilot-program/ 
https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gemini-explore-beta-pilot-program/
https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gemini-explore-beta-pilot-program/
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/symptoms_country67.csv
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/symptoms_country67_model


At the  web interface, navigate to the  dashboard.Gemini Explore Data Modelling / Models

Select the  button, and select the downloaded ‘ ’.Import symptoms_country67_model

( ).View the imported model if desired, it simply includes the  and Nodescase symptom 

Create a new  that described in the code box below, that will be used to reformat cases with multiple symptoms into individual rows.Command
Select the ' ' button from the  Add New Data Modelling / Commands
dashboard.

Type a logical name for the Command, such as 
symptoms_county67_cmd.

Select ‘ ’ as the Type.Splunk

Copy/paste the search below into the Configuration Query

| inputlookup 
symptoms_country67.csv
| makemv delim="," symptom
| mvexpand symptom
| eval symptom=trim(lower
(symptom))
| fields case, symptom

Leave the Application at the default, ‘search’

Set an all time search using ‘0' and 'now’ in the Earliest and Latest entry 
boxes.

Select the ‘ ’ button to save the CommandSubmit

And finally, create a  to link our  and  to the original Splunk Source created for Tutorial 2Flow Model Command

Select the ‘ ’ button from the  Add New Data Modeling / Flows
dashboard.

Create a  called, Flow symptoms_country67_flow

Link the required components together.

Source: remarks-country67_splunk

Command: symptoms_country67_cmd

Model: symptoms_country67_model

Remember that the Splunk Source created in Tutorial 2 is a link to 
Splunk, not specifically the ‘remarks’ datasource!

Select the ‘ ’ button to save the FlowSubmit



‘ ’ the  with suitable time parameters.Run Flow

Observe the results at the dashboard. Symptoms will be connected to each  or .Exploration case person



Troubleshooting Guide

It may be necessary to gain access to the logs in order to troubleshoot the modeling process. If your results are unexpected or if the Flow ‘Fails’ or 
does not run correctly, it will be necessary to download the parser log file.

Accessing the Parser Logs

From the  section of the  dashboard of Gemini Explore, select the ‘ ’ button top right of the screen.Flows Data Modeling Download Logs

This will download the complete Parser Log file to your workstation. Scroll to the end of this file using a suitable text editor and work backwards to 
reveal an error message relevant to your issue. This will normally reveal an authentication error to your Splunk or SQL source, or a badly formatted 
command that can not compute against the chosen model.

When the issue has been corrected, if necessary, perform a  operation, and run the relevant  to re-ingest the data.Clean-up Flows

For Gemini Support staff, please refer to the Confluence pages under this heading for more detailed troubleshooting procedures:

https://distiller.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/EN/pages/1397325864/Explore+-+Troubleshooting+and+How-To+s

Known Problems/Solutions

Problem 1: Error trying to access the Data Modeling section

https://distiller.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/EN/pages/1397325864/Explore+-+Troubleshooting+and+How-To+s


1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Solution: If this is the error you receive:

Login to the Explore Portainer dashboard, and locate the container. If it is stopped, use the ‘ ’  explore_parser_1 Play
button to restart the container.

Problem 2: Error in the Parser Log when trying to load data

Solution: Problems with parsing can be attributed to many issues and a log entry similar to that below is noted in the parser log.

logging: {"caption":"288","id":"c5b40804-4fa2-4a81-9f6c-
59dd1be0c718"}
logging: {"caption":"Group tour with # 250","id":"7700f6e3-
207f-4657-b531-78240504d830"}
logging: {"relation_type":"is_related_to","source_id":"
7700f6e3-207f-4657-b531-78240504d830","destination_id":"
c5b40804-4fa2-4a81-9f6c-59dd1be0c718","direction":1,"id":"
5443c6d1-a237-4f31-bae7-9f4e279eca6b"}
logging: {"caption":"289","id":"776b7c85-3cc4-453f-9caf-
41832ee06e4f"}
Neo4jError: Invalid input 't': expected whitespace, '.', 
node labels, '[', "=~", IN, STARTS, ENDS, CONTAINS, IS, 
'^', '*', '/', '%', '+', '-', '=', '~', "<>", "!=", '<', 
'>', "<=", ">=", AND, XOR, OR, ',' or '}' (line 3, column 
160 (offset: 178))
"                       MERGE (node :remarks { 
`caption`:'Mr. (# 293) 3/16, Suspected of being infected 
by a quarantine husband because he didn't wear a good wife 
in a mask and gloves' })"

Here are some suggestions to assist, in the order they should be attempted.

Check the  for an obvious error message (ie. invalid null input), and correct the dataset accordingly.parser log

If it is a CSV data source, use the dos2unix utility on the CSV and re-ingest to Gemini Explore.

If it is a Splunk query input, check the result in Splunk, to ensure that all rows are consistent.

The parser is sensitive to certain characters, ensure text is within double-quotes.
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